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Image formation by concave mirror animation
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The focal point (F) of a concave mirror is the point at which a parallel beam of light is concentrated after reflection of the ice. For a convex mirror mirror the focal point is the point from which light appears to have been original after reflection from the mirror. The center of the curve (C) is the center of the circle (sphere) in
which the ice is an arc. The focal length (f) and the curve ray (R) are defined in the diagram to the right. It can display that R = 2f. A in the diagram is known as the veteks (often labeled V). Image training in spherical mirrors is defined by certain radius characteristics of behavior governed by the law of reflection. Parallel
rays and principal axes are reflected in the focal point - concave (or as if they were from the focal point - convex). Rays pass to the focal point to reflect the parallel axle principal - concave (to mirrors the convex of a rails that would have passed to the focal point reflecting the parallel axle). Rails pass through the center of
the reflected curve back along the original paths -concave (or a rails that would have passed through the center of cover is reflected back on itself - convex) concave ice. In animation the first two rays from the object are examples of the first two rays described above. Only the two rays need to define the position of the
image. The paths to the other rays of the animation are defined since the image position is already known. The general features of the image depend on the location of the object with respect to the center of the cover and the focal point. Animations of image training in a concave mirror for five possible object positions
can be observed by selecting from these options. Convex mirror. The general characteristics of images in convex mirrors are independent of the location of the object. Three examples are shown below. Note that for the convex mirror reflected DIVERGE (this is also the case for the concave mirror when the object is
closer than the focal point of the mirror). In these cases the image formed is virtual - light rays aren't happening even if it, but to an observer appearing to come out of it. Perhaps the most common daily experience of a convex mirror is the passenger side rear-view mirror of your car. As can be seen in the rails diagram
above, the image you see in a convex mirror is still smaller than the object. You know the typical size of a car or truck, so that the size it appears to tell you how far away it is (if you see a small car in the mirror you know it is far off). So see a looking smaller due to the convex mirror, will make you think the car is more
away from the ice than it actually is, like that the warning, mirror objects are closer than they appear with a related video. Ice equation. For objects set close to the axle principle axle the distance of the object from the veteks of the mirror (p), the distance of the image from the veteks of the mirror (q) and the focal length (f)
are related by this equation, Magnification. The manual (m) is defined by, Convention Signed. In order to make use of the formula above these signing conventions must be followed. SIGN+- f – focal length Concavex p – object distance Real Q – distance image Real Virtual I – magnification Upright Image Invert image
properties. There are four basic properties, dependent on the position of the object, as indicated in the table below. These properties can be verified either graphically or by using the mirror equation and the definition of manuals. Mirror objects where Image Type Orientation Relative Type CONCAVE of the infinity F real
invert smaller CONCAVE beyond C between F and C real invert smaller CONCAVE in C to real invert same SIZE CONCAVE between C and F beyond C Real Invert larger CONCAVE in F in infinite No image No CONCAVE images Closer than F behind the Virtual Mirror Upright Largest CONVEX somewhere behind the
Virtual Mirror Upright Exploration Page 2 – the core needs humanity. Curiosity - The driving force. Science – the tool for answers. We create better learning tools. All we need is your curiosity. Conventional is a linear method of learning, you must have at times felt below that come along with it. Exploring or nonlinear
learning has its own advantages and pitfalls too. But the best thing about it is test-learning – test the sugar ensures rock concept solid. The power-concept-examination on light was created for just that only. Take a look by clicking on preview link. Once the concepts are established and cleared by yourself, then numeric
are generally a brise in. This light quiz means testing, but also build concepts by explaining every question in detail there and then of course it is up to you to look at their explanation. No time limit so take your time no negative markers whilst the exam serves you questions randomly in a loose bank question the next time
you take the same questions I might differ Have feedback that lets you know how you're doing if you went through the content on our site then , it will be easier to split the exam leaving this area Point Source , Extended Source, Shadows - Umbrella , Penumbra Eclipse Periscope Pinhole Pinhole Camera Photosynesis
Reflection Aircraft Ice Sph Parabolic Mirror Rainbow Mirage Refraction Glasses Diamond Prism Total Reflection Internal Fibre Optical Dioxide, Endoscope Pigments Filters rgb Cmyk System Additives and subtract processes etc. In preparation is the goal-challenge-examination on light that will be a dark tough crack.
Time limits, negative markers, confusing choices, situational questions, simulations will need clear crystal concepts and courage to beat it. Enjoy learning!! Page 3 Page 4 Page 5 Page 6 Page 7 This school science animation is on a hollow camera pin, also known as 'Camera Obscura'. A pinhole camera consists of a
rectangular box, close on all sides and there's a pin-hole on one of its faces and a screen on the opposite side of the comb hole. Pinhole Camera uses the principle of rectilinear proliferation of light. A Pinhole Camera consists of a small opening in which the light passes, a dark lock, and a piece of film. An object put in
front of a Pinhole Camera forms a clear image of the film without the need for a lens. Because the opening is so small (diameter about 5mm), from each point on the object, only one rails of light can pass through and then move on to the movie. So there is a one-to-one correspondence between point on the movie and
point over the object. The questions explained in the animated pinhole camera are: 1) What is the effect of variation at the distance between the pinhole and the screen and the object and the screen and the image size? 2) What happens in the number of images if the amount of peniles is increased in the pinhole
camera? 3) What happens to the images of the pinhole camera If the number of objects increases? 4) Why is a blurry and larger image shaped by making the size of the pinhole camera pinhole larger? Extra information: Pinhole Cameras have infinite depth in field. Everything from objects closer to pure object is of the
same relative focus; a distance so far will be less sharp due to particles in the atmosphere. A pinhole reproduces a scene even as the eye sees it. While there is no focus for different planes of pinhole photography, there is a relationship to pinhole film that provides the maximum definition and it is this combination of
force-residual devices that give the photographers its essential photographers. Despite its past and tangible simplicity, the pinhole camera offers several perks over optical lenses, particularly when resolution is not especially important. These included me) fill freedom from deformation linear ii) depths of field from a few
centimeters of infinite ii) wide angular field of light-gathering capabilities is poor, but this is largely compensated by the high sensitivity of modern film and television cameras. In addition, pinholes can be used in the ultravyolet and x-ray regions of the pageant when reflected or refraction materials are not readwise
available. Make your own pin camera: 1. Punch a hole in the center of the box using the pin. 2. Remove the top from the box. Insert a candy paper on the end of the box to make the screen. Use a rubber band to keep it.3. the camera of a bright object in or outside the dark room. What do you see on the wax paper
screen? If you are still clear about the concepts, please refer to the animation. Page 8 page 9 -- Objects that allow the light to pass well if they call transparent bodies. Egg. Water, air, glass - Objects that do not allow the light to pass quite the measurement called body scanning. Egg. Bricks, books, metals, wood etc-
objects that partially allow the light to pass through them and partially prevent called transluent bodies. Egg. Brick, book, metal, wood etc- ray light still traveling in a straight-line path. This property of light is called the rectilinear proliferation of light. - Shades are direct consequences of rectilineary proliferation of light and
are shaped when putting an object in the path of light. Two parts of a shade are umbrella and pinumbra - Umbra is the part that is in complete darkness and does not receive light from the source. -- Penumbra is the part that is in partial darkness and receives some light from the source. - Shadow looks shape, but not
necessarily the size, of the object. - Object creates shade of different shapes depending on its orientation or the orientation of the screen. For example, a cylinder can create a shadow that is a rectangle or a shade that is a circle. The shape of the shadow will always be the same as the cross-section section of the object
that lies between the light source and the surface. Page 10A is the rainbow caused by three important optical effects: reflection, refraction, and dispersion, all working together. The form of the rainbow when the sun passes over your head and illuminated rain in the sky before you. This sun enters every spherical rain,
partially reflected from the back surfaces of the rain, and then leaves the rain and heads towards you. The rain helps some of the sunlight do a nearby U-turn. But the path that light follows after it enters the rain depends on its color. Colored rays of light then partially reflected at the back surface of the rain because any
change in the light speed also causes partial reflection. Now the various colors are on their way back towards you and the sun. The light is curved again as it comes from the rain and the various colors let it travel in different directions. A single color of light will aim well to reach your eyes. But there are other rains above
and below it that will also send back light and some of that light will also reach your eye. But this light will be a different color. What you see when you observe the rainbow is the lights that many different rains send back toward your eyes. The high rains send the red lights in the direction of your eyes while the lower rains
send their light swirling towards your eyes. You see a range of colored banks from these different rains. Occasionally more than one rainbow view, the main or main sometimes by a faster and higher rainbow. Less often sees the rainbow caused by double internal reflection. This results in an arc containing vertical color
sequence is the inverse of the main rainbow. We generally see only rainbow axes, because the formation of water droplets is cut into the ground. If we were on a cliff, we could see a complete circular rain. Also the sun above is in the sky, the less of a rainbow we will be able to see in the earth. If you are still clear about
the concepts, please see the animation below. Page 11A is defined as a piece of transparent, optical material has one or two spherical surfaces (containing central trained axes). A lens can have a spherical surface and a plane surface or it can have two spherical surfaces. When the surface is spherical, then it has some
finished radius of curve that can be measured. However if one surface is airplane, its rays are regarded as infinite. Glasses are divided into two categories: Convegation lenses or convex lenses uncovered or concave lenses. Each of the above categories can have multiple types associated with it. Convex lenses can be
of subtype as convex plano or convocation, or double convex lenses similar to concave cases of concave plano or concave concave. A convex lens: a piece of transparent, optical material, contains one or two spherical surfaces such that it is the most thick in the middle and tap into the corners. All of the above are the
thickest in the middle and tap into the edges. The analytical relationship between the object's distance, the image distance and the focal length are provided by 1/f =1/iron +1/says; where is the distance of the object and die is the distance of the image. Also explained in the animation are common themes such as the
School Principal axle, arch ray, optical center, focus, focal length. A detailed description of how to construct a railroad diagram for both types of glasses shown, another area that is definitely confusing in beginners and is clearly explained via animation is why refraction is only taken to happen once for rays who have
traveled through their lenses while in reality the way changes twice in the lens? Explained in more detail in the section of highly popular explanatory notes is the key concepts about the power of a lens formation of images with respect to less kind of Magnification Formula Convention Page 12 What happens when a great
white end of white light strikes a premium? The elements of white light get refracted by different angles and follow different paths in the prism. The phenomenon due to which white light is split in the color of the elements is called dispersion.. Violet has maximum and red speed has the minimum of glass. Thereby, the
violet flows more and red the smaller. Each color leaves the prism after refraction of different angles. How can we get a spectrum with the white light and the prism? Colored strips get to the screen when lights hit the prism and split in the color of spectents. Does the element colors be rebinbined in white light? By placing
an invert prism in the path of the scattered beam, white light can be found. What happens when a railroad hits one of the surfaces of a prism? The incident hit a surface of the award and entered a rare medium (when) in a medium rinsing (glass), urinately folded towards the normal. It is observed that after undergoing
refraction of the urgent rails prism gets deviated from the original path of incident rails. Angles between incident rails and the urgent rays are called deviation angles. On what angle factors deviations depend? The angle of deviation generated by a prism depends on me) incident angle, ii) refractant index of material in
prism, ii) color or pavement of incident light, and iv) angles of premium. If you are still clear about the concepts, please see the animation below. Besides the above animation file point also contains the following description in principle of detailed animation and description of rails that enter and let the prism why lights
break through its element color? Fully reflected erection prism or prism deviation zero page 13When a beam of light strikes a rough surface it reflects in different directions on a wide area. Such reflection is called broadcast or irregular reflection. When a beam of light hits a slim surface it reflects in a fixed direction. It's
like a reflection called speculate or regular reflection. Light rails reflected in regular surface follow two reflection laws: 1.) Incident Angle = Angle Reflection 2.) The incident rails, reflecting rails and the normal at the point of incident sets the same plane. Images consisting of an ice airplane is · Virtual and Straight · Same
size like the object · Distance object = Distance the image consisting of a jet mirror named virtual as it has no physical existence. The image that was formed in the mirror is keenly inverted. Lateral inversion refers to the apparent left-right reverse of the image with respect to the object. Keyword covers: reflection,
microscopic views, 3d aircraft, reflection from ice, regular and irregular reflections, lateral inversion, terminology, law, reflection from point objects &amp; extended objects, real &amp; virtual imaging.... If you are still clear about the concepts, please refer to the animation. Page 14 - There are only two types of eclipse 1)
Solar 2) Lunar A Lunar eclipse happens when the Earth moves between the Sun and the Moon, blocking part of the sun's light from reaching the moon. During a dinner eclipse, Earth's shadow lies on the moon partly or fully observe it that can cause partial eclipse viewing of the Lunar Eclipse. Lunar eclipse type 1. The
Penumbral Lunar Overshadowed the Moon passes through Earth's animal shadow. Event is very subtle and quite difficult to observe. 2. Partial Lunar Overshadowed a portion of the moon passing through earth's shadow shadow. It can be easy even with the unaided eye. 3. Total Lunar Overshadowed the Entire Moon to
pass through the shadow of the Earth. This is well striking for the vibrant range of colors the moon can take on during the total phase. In a solar eclipse, the moon moves between the Earth and the Sun. When this happens, part of the Sun's light is blocked. Dark skybecomes like the moon begin to move in front of the
Sun. When the moon and sun are in a perfect line, they call it a total eclipse. The total solar eclipse is extremely rare seen only once in people's lives. There is partial, total and solar eclipse canceled as well. In a solar eclipse cancelling the eclipse the moon disc is not able to cover the disc of the Sun leaving the radial
region in which the light comes across. To see a total solar eclipse, one has to be on the right place on Earth. Total solar eclipse occurs because the appearance of wise Sun and Moon both look the same size of the sky. (a half degree of diameter). Actually they aren't really the same size. The sun's diameter is nearly
400 times the moon's diameter. Yet the sun is also 400 times further away from Earth, utilising its diameter apparently looks the same as the moon. The totalitarian path is never more than 167 kilometers in diameter, and it is usually less. This means that many people saw a total eclipse as the shade only covered a very
small area on Earth. For the Total Solar eclipse comes New moons necessary. This phase of the Moon occurs when the Sun is almost directly behind the Moon, and we see only a small light of the Sun reflected by the Moon. During this time the Moon and the Sun appeared near together. The second event that must
happen is that the Moon must be in the right position, directly to the line of sight between the Earth and the Sun. If you are still clear about the concepts, please see page 15 animation As light trip to a given medium, it travels in a straight line. However, when light passes from an average to a second average, the light
path is curved; this bending of the light rays is known as refraction. The refraction occurs only at the border. Refraction can be better understood in the analogy of vehicles moving from concrete roads on a sandy track. The relationship between angle of incidence and angle of refraction is provided by the Snell Law: μ =
Sin r / Sin r. This report provides the refractive index of the second media with respect to first. Once the lights crossed the limit between the two media, he continues to travel in a straight line; only now, the direction of this line is different than it was in the former average. If the eye of an object, light from this object
changes media on the way to your eyes, a visual destruction is likely to occur. This visual flaw was witnessed in the Bent Pencil. The ray is travelling back to the average 1 is laterally moved. The refracted rays follow the principle of reversibility meaning it draws the same path while returning from the 2 on average 1. If
the rails travel from a medium reflected in a rare medium to occurrence at an angle greater than the critical angle for the pair of media, the rays reflect back to the average 1 from the border rather than being refracted to another medium. This principle is competently used in optical cables. If you are still not clear about the
concepts, please see animation page 16 Page 17 New User Register Login Member: Page 18 New Register Members Login Login: Page 19 New Members Register New Login: Page 20 New Gold Register Member: Page 21 Page 22Bird Flu Virus: Bird Flu Virus has been in the news well recently with many covers
assigned to it in newspapers and TV channels , but some know that this is the third largest wave of virus infections, this surge began in 1997 and was in a tearing piece killing 120 million birds till this date is not just a figure, in this Property would mean the owner of farm poultry farms are sudden poverty and distress that
doesn't last for days , but for months, as people kicked eats chicken. In recent storms, about two years ago, India's nearly 400 million dollar losses thrust on the stomach with eggs and for a developed country it was a burden of night. The evolution of the killer: The virus was slowly and gradually owing to holding in stages
and processes of evolution that each species underwent. As various tensions mix together in the wild bird poultry and pork, a new therapy comes to heart. There are practically no vaccines for us against H5N1, and now it is our best chance of saving us from a pandemic, because featuring the H5N1 streak is only 0.18
different from the largest killer in 1918 that killed 40 million people. It had a 100 percent killing rate of birds and 60% of infected people till today died. So this is definitely a dishes virus. Antivirals: There is a great noise about antivirals being able to heal and save us from influenza, the problem is that it is difficult to
differentiate between influenza aviators and other viral infections, the symptoms needed to identify well within 48 hours of infection, for the antiviral to be effective, it is not an easy task, even after a dose takes the process of infection to become slow , but not eliminated. He can still kill his victims. The worst scenario will
be when viruses develop an immunity to the antivirals as it did in case of late amantid. His survival: He's a jugernaut and a lot I survived it. The best way to survive this virus is to avoid it, but avoid the need to understand it first, it is invisible to begin with, so we need to identify its sources and transmission mechanisms,
we need to know what it is and how it is infected us with our pets and our pets. We, at Goalfinder have endevored educated in our movies, the films that we have developed are a result of our efforts towards presenting correct information, in a simple and entertaining manner. The films received wide appreciation. Above
the map: The most serious job on the Internet today is to get caught up in structured information on bird flu. While creating bird flu films, we often came across this peddachat block, there was either the plethora of available information or medage data on flyers influenza. There was no structured and to the point, it would
take a lot of research to go through the correct sequence of incidents, Identify the correct virus and the location from which birds killed the reason to outbreak We have pasted the information of bird flu into three incidences of human infection due to all kinds of Avian influenza , we have covered events since the 1990s
Incidence of Birds and Human Infections due to H5N1, compared together events of bird infection due to H5N1 we hoped it would serve the purpose of introducing humans on powerful animations viruses explained all about bird flu. Page 23There is the two parts of this movie both are sold separately, this is Part 1's, part
of 2 contracts and the viral transmission of humans. Virus is an unknown entity it is un-dead and when it comes to contact with a living cell it becomes alive and causes disease and death. This movie takes you on a journey of discovering the virus. The film explains it's an easy to understand, interactive format. He
answers many questions, some of them getting below. There are two more movies about bird flu, going through the pages on our site to find more details about this virus Some of the answered questions about the virus 1.Ki what is influenza virus? What do they look like? 2.How does bird flu differ from human flu viruses?
3.How are tensions produced due to mix of birds and human viruses? 4.How do mix of flu viruses and human flu virus take place? 5.Is circumstances present in virus jumping from bird to one lone? 6.Does a virus affect any type of cell if human, plant or a animal cell? 7.How big is a virus? 8.How is an entirely new virus
sting created? 9.Ki does this antigen change and float? 10.Ki people who are spring like these things inside the virus? 11.How do mutate viruses? 12.Ki mean by antigen changes, drift and reconciliation? 13. Can you show us the attachment of bird flu virus in humans' sip cell? 14.Ki what is the transmission mechanism
of virus from person to person? 15.How do they hurt us, if the body can neutralize them? 16. How does the virus jump from human chicken? 17.Si this H5N1 virus has been present since 1997, why haven't any medications or vaccines available even today fight it? 18.Ki what does the virus look like, how does it function?
Are they alive? 19.Can our bodies not recognize them as invading and prevent them from harm? 20.Ki what's this kind of A/H1N1 flu virus? What is H and N of H5N1? Six powerful animations explain everything about Bird Flu Page 24Surviving the bird's answer to detailed questions that can racing through your head on
bird flu, it actually shows their answer. Through an interactive movies of a comic book anxiety, query and anxiety about bird flu get solved, the movie is in an easy to understand, interactive format. Some of the questions given below. There are four more movies about bird flu, going through the pages on our site to get
more question details answered 1.Ki actually is this bird flu that I've heard about? 2.Is this flu, similar to aviation influenza? 3.Since this flu is only affecting birds, it will not be wrong us, it will be? 4.Ki those who are transported to flu viruses? 5.I am confused about viruses, what are they? 6.Why are governments getting
worries about this virus? 7.Wild bird migration route. 8.List of bird infections insurance company 9.How does bird flu spread in one country in another? 10.Does dead birds also be a source of this virus? 11.What will make a pandemic more likely to happen? 12.Ki difference between an epidemic and a pandemic?
13.Should every country be concerned about bird flu? 14.Is it will spread worldwide? 15. How do wild birds get bird flu viruses in the first place? 16.Is only poultry are in threat from the virus? 17.How do we protect pets from flu viruses? 18.Is human flu and bird flu different from each other? and many other questions
answering six powerful animations explaining everything about Bird Flu Page 25There are two parts of this movie sold separately, this is part of 2In this part you will see how the bird virus can infect humans, we take you as deep as your curiosity, up zoom-ins of cells so that you can see actual virus infect a human cell.
The film explains it's an easy to understand, interactive format. He answers many questions, some of them getting below. There are two more movies about bird flu, go to the pages on our site to find out more details about this virus in Question to Answer on virus 1.Ki what is virus? 2.How does bird flu differ from human
flu viruses? 3.How are tensions produced due to mix of birds and human viruses? 4.How do mix of flu viruses and human flu virus take place? 5.Ki a role do pigs play in this cycle? 6.How can a bowl mix for aviation and human viruses? 7.How do mutate viruses? 8.Ki what does this mean by antigenic changes, drift and
reconciliation? 9. Can you show us the attachment of bird flu virus in cells that sip humans? 10.Ki transmission mechanism of virus from person to person? 11. How do H5N1 evolution take place? 12.Can H5N1 kill its insurance company, the migrating birds? 13. How does the virus jump from human chicken? 14.You
mean, bird flu virus was first discovered in Europe not in Asia? Page 26 of 26
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